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Extreme Art
By Marjorie Welish 11/04/09

Thomas Butts, who gave Blake the opportunity to manifest Job’s personal spiritual struggle as a proud pageant of the
One against the Many; to the west from “Continental Prophesies” is the relief etching America: A Prophecy (1793), born
of fiery revolution and a fledging experiment in liberty; at last returning south, for late watercolor illustrations again
commissioned by Thomas Butts, for Milton’s L’Allegro and Il Penseroso (1816-20), to celebrate the variable states of
spiritual indwelling, from melancholy to mirth, and under the presence of the transforming sun. 

The art itself is immediately compelling and needs no apology. Ceremonial designs transposed to permanent portable
surfaces may alter the look of designs meant for sand, rockface and human bodies, but the cosmology remains intact and
its content uninhibited. The Pintupi people tend to bold symmetrically ordered designs that reflect their hierarchical
society; the Anmatyerre tend to filigree and interlace—more individualistically, comments Fred Myers. He also explains
that these groups differ in their mentality and so in their attitude toward art. The Pintupi “are phenomenological,” and after
laying out the design do not explain anything, but expect you to experience it; the Warlpuri “are cerebral, they explain
everything.” Beyond this, differing ceremonial traditions, says Myers, also issue in distinct stylistic traits and
characteristics.

Differences aside, all these language groups share a visual vocabulary of elements adaptable to narrating stories and
circumstances. Evident is a vocabulary of concentric circles that situates place: a water hole, a tree seen from above, a

Who among us has not envisioned a better world and imagined
ways to transform the troubled here and now to a new and
radiant day? William Blake (1757-1827), an artist and poet of
uniquely configured creative talent, put his eye, heart and soul
on the line with each attempt to transform the world on behalf of
himself and us. So it is no wonder that “William Blake’s World:
‘A New Heaven Is Begun,’” now at the Morgan Library &
Museum, is as fresh as it is exciting..

And yet this does not quite explain why the extreme art of
William Blake looks as fresh as it does unless one takes into
account the curatorial wisdom to invent a retrospective that
itself passes from earthly struggles to otherworldly
transfiguration. So in the single squarish gallery devoted to this
show, one finds cardinal points of reference: to the south,
engravings after Michelangelo, Watteau and Fuseli, showing
the fundamental craft by which Blake was to be first known; to
the east, friends and followers, where again Fuseli, yet also
Flaxman and Palmer—all loose cannons, and each in his own
way—embody the cohort of individuals in pursuit of personal
expression as empires were cracking under revolutionary forces
and neo-Classicism no longer bound the artist to its will; to the
north, the rarely seen entirety of The Book of Job (1805-10),
watercolors commissioned by the civil servant,
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campfire, or the mouth of a cave. If the circles establish place, the “traveling lines,” as they are called, link circle to circle
in a dynamic map of paths, creeks, fingers and dancing trajectories. Swarming dots—the familiar signature of Aboriginal
art to even the most inexperienced viewer—create zones of sacred ground within which the story is consecrated. (A few
sacred images, because restricted from being viewed by most Aborigines, are reserved for the Grey Gallery’s downstairs
space and published in the catalog’s removable pamphlet.)

Dazzling topologies of the spirit, these paintings also put out unmistakable visceral force. With its red meanders and
brilliant white dotted infill, Stars, Rain and Lightning, by Kingsley Tjunuerrayi of the Luritja, is proof of this charged
expressivity; its intense skyscape is in dialogue with Van Gogh’s Starry Night—no doubt about it. Then there’s the
cosmological layering and interlace typical of the Anmatyerre that give palpable presence to an idea, and for this, the
excellent Women’s Dreaming about Bush Tucker, by Clifford Possum Tjapaljarri, would be proof enough; the artist upped
the ante, however, by executing a montage of cosmological patterns! But for sheer power, the Pintupi artists, whose
works are prevalent in this show, create arresting images time and again; an example is Mystery Sand Mosaic, by Shorty
Lungkarta Tungurrayi. With many of the panels’ prepared grounds painted “blackboard color,” these images may seem
too punchy, and yet the traditionally rendered sand paintings also give a vivid shout out.

The Papunya Tula Artists Company founded in 1981 by 20 or so of these artists now continues the artists’ collective
whose genesis lay in the 750 works created in 1971-’72. This is the positive aftermath of a highly vexed backstory. It is to
the credit of all who were involved in organizing “Icons of the Desert” that the art is respected and not treated as
symptomatic of postcolonial trouble even as the postcolonial trouble is engaged as one of the strands in the true and
present cultural interlace.

Can we really object to the shift from ephemeral to permanent medium and technique? A nagging thought, yes; but the
cultural tremors seem much less than those that occurred when, say, European performance practice experienced the
technological shift to valved brass instruments—the boom boxes of their times. And to object to preserving ritual is to
forget the entire history of painting practice altogether. And for technological havoc, surely a far greater phenomenon is
how the digital revolution has messed with our analog minds; so let’s get real.

 “Icons of the Desert,” may be seen at Grey Gallery, New York University, 100 Washington Square East, from Sept.1
through Dec. 5, 2009. Of related interested is a show of art representing the current Papunya Tula Artists cooperative,
“We are Here  Sharing Our Dreaming,” at 80 Washington Square East, which runs from Sept. 12 through Sept. 26, 2009.
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